Agile Delivery
How do you ensure that the software your IT organization builds is delivering value to your
business or mission? We help clients navigate the complexities of organizational culture and
behavior; as well as ineffective, inefficient IT and business practices developed over time.
Continuous Delivery
Being an agile business goes beyond technology delivery, permeating organizational structures,
processes, governance, and leadership. We help organizations establish and mature capabilities
to deliver fast and responsively, adapt their organizational structure and culture, innovate and
disrupt “business as usual,” and become forward leaning organizations.
We provide Agile transformation services that help organizations successfully apply SAFe and
LEAN Agile principles and practices to achieve substantial performance improvements, including
product and service innovation, enhanced digital delivery and great responsiveness to business
and mission needs.
Our staff, proficient in several iterative development methodologies (including Agile/SCRUM
and Waterfall), has helped organizations successfully apply Agile best practices to implement
packaged and customized systems from award-winning .gov websites to highly transactional,
process-driven systems to highly secure, real-time applications that serve as the heartbeat of the
mission.
iConsult has a wealth of experience in every phase of the systems development lifecycle. Our
commitment to process methodology (PMI/PMBOK/PMP) allows our clients to maximize their
probability of success, while minimizing risk. platforms, thereby extending the life of your
existing investments where possible and decreasing ongoing costs and risk to the organization.
Our broad and deep expertise stems from over 40 man-years of helping organizations, both
government and industry, implement strategic programs to achieve their goals. We refuse to
get comfortable with status quo and will relentlessly drive your organization to success. We
can help you deliver more effectively than ever – turning disruptive innovation into competitive
advantage, while thriving in competitive environments.
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